Introduction
The purpose of this introductory chapter is to present the basic concepts of the glassy state as well as the main properties of glasses that are different from those of other materials. There are two questions of theoretical interest to which many authors have paid special attention. These questions are the following: on the one hand, the establishment of structural models describing the behaviour of different kind of glasses and, on the other hand, the knowledge of the conditions that a substance must meet in order to obtain a glassy state (i.e. geometrical-structural factors, thermodynamics, kinetics, chemical bonding, etc., on which the ability to form a stable glass depends).
In this chapter only the main properties of glasses will be considered: viscosity and thermal expansion coefficient, affecting glasses during their heating and cooling, and the most important properties for their application and use, such as mechanical behaviour, optical transmission, reflectance and chemical durability.
The concept and meaning of the word glass depends on the corresponding context. In colloquial language the word glass is used to name objects made in this material (goblets, ophthalmic lenses, table vessels, etc.). In the scientific and technical world, the word glass is used for a wide series of materials with very different chemical composition, having all the fundamental physical and chemical characteristics that define the glassy state.
A material can be obtained in a glassy state through condensation from a gaseous phase, via cooling or polymerisation from a liquid phase or by disordering a solid phase. All of these pathways yield a noncrystalline structure. The most commonly used manner of obtaining a glass is the cooling of a liquid phase.
Throughout history (and also nowadays) most glasses have been produced by the reaction of their components at high temperature, followed by melting and cooling of the resulting liquid phase under controlled conditions in order to avoid crystallisation.
Fundamentals of the Glassy State

Transition Temperature
When the cooling of a liquid is plotted versus the variation of a first-order parameter such as its specific volume, two different possibilities could occur (Figure 1.1.1 ). In the most common case, when the melting point is reached, both the liquid phase and the solid phase co-exist under equilibrium conditions and crystallisation suddenly takes place, accompanied by volume shrinkage. Below such temperature, cooling continues under equilibrium conditions and the volume of the solid phase diminishes according to its thermal expansion coefficient.
The other possibility is as follows: the temperature of the liquid drops below its melting temperature (T f ) without any crystallisation. In this case a supercooled liquid is obtained, which is under metastable equilibrium inside the visco-plastic range. During the cooling, the viscosity significantly increases and progressively hinders the mobility of the atoms in the melt in such a way that they cannot order themselves in a crystalline symmetric sequence. Below the transition temperature (T g ) the material reaches a thermodynamic non-equilibrium state and becomes rigid and brittle (glassy state). Thus, the transition temperature is the limit between the supercooled state and the glassy state. It is important to note that this transition temperature is not strictly constant, since it depends on the cooling rate. Independently of the glass composition, the T g value corresponds to a viscosity in the 10 12.0 -10 12.5 Pa.s range. When cooling takes place quickly, the transition temperature slightly shifts towards higher values, and vice versa. If a glass is re-heated (annealed) in its supercooling range (T f − T g ), the former process occurs reversibly if the heating rate is the same as the previous cooling rate. The higher the difference between the melting temperature and the transition temperature (i.e. the wider the supercooling range (T f − T g ), the higher the thermal stability of the glass; in other words, the higher its tendency to form a glass.
General Characteristics of Glasses
Some of the main characteristics of glasses can be deduced from their behaviour during cooling. The most important is that glasses do not have a crystalline structure, due to the strong increase in viscosity that takes place during cooling, thereby hindering the regular ordering of the components. This implies that, from the thermodynamic point of view, glasses are frozen in an unstable state and therefore have an internal energy that is higher than that of the corresponding crystalline phase with the same composition. That is why glasses show structural relaxation phenomena under some thermal conditions, as well as reversible transition from the glassy state to the liquid state, without the appearance of crystalline phases.
Definition of Glass
When taking some of their properties into account, glasses have been defined in different ways. Many definitions are only based on a few characteristic aspects and, thus, are not satisfactory. Since glasses do not have an ordered structure, they can be considered as non-crystalline solids. However, from the point of view of their physical and chemical behaviour, glasses should be considered as supercooled liquids frozen in a rigid state. Both definitions are correct, but the first is more appropriate. Nevertheless, there are non-crystalline solids that are not glasses. The second definition is less adequate for those materials that show high mechanical rigidity and therefore behave as brittle solids.
In view of the most common industrial production process for glasses, the ASTM [1] standards define glass as an inorganic product of fusion which has cooled to a rigid condition without crystallization. This definition implies two restrictions. On the one hand, it limits the name glass to inorganic products and, on the other hand, to materials obtained by melting. However, there are many glasses of great technical interest that are organic materials, while other glasses can be obtained by special procedures (e.g. by the sol-gel method or by vapour deposition) different from melting. Therefore, neither the preparation procedure nor the chemical composition of glasses can be the main criterion to give a precise definition. As will be shown below, there are a wide variety of chemical families of glasses.
Due to the great chemical diversity of glasses, it is not possible to provide one general definition based on technical concepts concerning the practical applications of glasses and their particular properties. Conventional silicate glasses could be defined, with some limits, as inorganic non-crystalline products, mainly formed by silica, that are hard, brittle, generally transparent, with high chemical resistance and deformable at high temperature.
It appears more appropriate to define glasses from a physico-chemical point of view, according to their common behaviour, as materials that can be cooled below their supercooling range and reversibly heated above, without the appearance of crystalline phases [2] .
Criteria on the Formation of Glasses
One question that arises when formulating a glass is to predict whether or not a (liquid) material with a specific composition can be frozen in a glassy state. Since this requires a strong increase in viscosity during cooling, it is useful to study the parameters that determine such a viscosity increase. This can be done on the basis of different criteria (Table 1.1.1) that explain both the conditions for obtaining glassy materials (i.e. the glass-forming ability), and by means of numerical parameters that allow the classification of different substances according to their glass-forming ability.
Geometric-Structural Criterion
The first geometric criterion was stated by Goldschmidt [3] , who proposed that a substance can be obtained as a glassy material when the ratio of its cation and anion radii lies within a particular range:
This ratio corresponds to tetrahedral coordination. Some years thereafter Zachariasen [4] enlarged this criterion and formulated the rules known as the Zachariasen rules: an oxide A m O n can form a glass if the following conditions are fulfilled:
1. The number of anions to be coordinated with the central cation must be small (3 or 4). 2. Each oxygen atom must be bonded with at least two A cations. 3. The coordination polyhedra must share vertices, never a side or an edge. 4. Each coordination polyhedron must share at least three vertices with other neighbouring polyhedra.
These conditions make possible the formation of a disordered structure that favours network deformability without too much stress on the bonds.
Energy and Chemical-Bond-Based Criterion
The ability of a substance to obtain a glassy state also depends on the bond strengths between their atoms. This parameter has been evaluated in a different way by several authors.
Theory of Field Intensity
For Dietzel [5] the reference value is the field intensity of the cations in their respective oxides. This value is calculated as the Z/a 2 ratio, where Z is the cation charge and a is the distance between the cation and the oxygen atom; a changes depending on the coordination. Cations with the highest field intensity are the best glass forming atoms, while those with low field intensity behave as glass modifying atoms. Sun [6] took the energy of the single bond E A-O as the reference for the glass-forming ability for an oxide A m O n . E A-O is defined as the ratio between the dissociation energy of the oxide AO n/m in the gaseous state and the coordination number of the A cation. Similarly to the former 1. Inorganic compounds with ionic-covalent mixed bonds (e.g. oxide glasses) 2. Compounds with covalent-metallic bonds (e.g. selenide and telluride glasses) 3. Compounds with covalent-Van-der-Waals mixed bonds (e.g. organic glasses).
The Single Bond Theory
The co-existence of two kinds of bonds favours polymerisation, as well as molecular association in the melted state and, thus, freezing into the glass state.
The Electronegativity Theory
On the basis of the electronegativity values stated by Pauling [9] , Stanworth [10] calculated the covalence percentage of the chemical bond between two atoms on the basis of the difference of their electronegativity values. Bearing in mind the electronegativity of oxygen (3.5), the best glass-forming oxides are those with elements whose electronegativity is in the 1.7-2.0 range. That is, oxides that give rise to chemical bonds with electronegativity values between 1.8 and 1.5, respectively. This corresponds to a covalence percentage in the 53-68% range, approximately.
Thermodynamic Criterion
The formation of a crystalline phase induces a decrease in the Gibbs free energy G in the equation G = H − T S. This explains why it is only possible to obtain a glass from a melt when the change in free energy below the melting temperature T f is small, since this makes it difficult to form crystallization nuclei. At the melting temperature, the crystalline phase is in equilibrium with the liquid phase and G = 0, so that
Thus, from the thermodynamic point of view, the vitrification of a melt is favoured in situations with a high melting entropy variation S f . In other words, vitrification is favoured when there are important differences between the structural ordering of the melted phase and that of the crystalline phase. For this reason, the molar heat of melting H f should be high; this is the case in materials with a high bonding energy. For substances with similar heats of melting, those with lower melting temperatures can be easily obtained as glasses. This was foreseen by Rawson [7] in the theory explained in Section 1.1.2.4.2.3.
Kinetic Theory
The formation of a glass from a melt is a kinetic process in which the cooling should take place at a sufficiently fast rate to inhibit the formation of crystallisation nuclei. Ultra-fast cooling procedures allow glasses to be obtained from substances where this is normally difficult. This is the case for some metals and alloys. Therefore, knowledge of the critical cooling rate to avoid formation of crystals is very important. Usually the volume of crystals V x in a glass is limited by the expression V x /V = 10 −6 , where V is the starting glass volume. This limit corresponds to the detection threshold of X-ray diffraction. Uhlmann and Yinnon [11] deduced that, for a given temperature, the volume of crystals formed during time t, can be calculated by the expression:
where v N is the rate of nuclei formation and v C is the rate of crystals growth for such temperature. The knowledge of these values allows the representation of TTT curves (temperature, time and transformation). These curves indicate the time and the temperature combinations corresponding to a specific volume of crystals. The curve vertex corresponds to the shortest time for crystallisation (t m ); above this time formation of crystals starts for temperature T m . TTT curves allow the calculation of the critical cooling rate at which the glass can be cooled without crystal formation. The critical cooling rate is approximately given by:
where T f is the melting temperature.
Summary
From the previous paragraphs it can be deduced that the glass-formation phenomenon cannot be explained from a single point of view. This is due to the fact that process of obtaining glass is governed by different factors, some of which are closely related. [11] .
What is Glass? 7 The largest group is that of oxide glasses. Amongst oxide glasses the most important and most common, due to their applications throughout history, are silicate glasses, especially soda-lime silicate glasses. The following sections deal with this type of glasses.
Silicate Glasses
The most simple glass in this family is formed by SiO 2 only. Its structure is a continuous network of [SiO 4 ] tetrahedra. The four vertices are shared by four neighbouring tetrahedra. Oxygen ions are the bonding bridges between tetrahedra and they ensure network continuity. The main structural difference between an SiO 2 glass and an SiO 2 crystal is the following: in the crystal the primary tetrahedral units are geometrically and periodically ordered in a regular network, while in the glass such units are randomly distributed, forming a distorted network (Figure 1.1. 3), as Zachariasen [4] postulated. This was experimentally confirmed by Warren [12] using X-ray diffraction. For pure silica glass, the coherent structure without network discontinuity points and the strength of the Si-O bonds determine their low thermal expansion coefficient, high viscosity and high optical transmission range in the UV region. The incorporation of other oxides into the structure induces partial network opening. In the case of alkaline ions such as Na 2 O, it occurs as follows:
Each alkaline oxide molecule incorporated into the glass network forms two non-bridging oxygens, whose negative charge is neutralised by the positive charge of the alkaline ions (Figure 1.1.4) . The alkaline ions are located in the network interstitial sites and are surrounded by oxygen ions. They modify both the structure and the properties of the glass and, thus, are named modifying ions. The incorporation of modifying ions induces increasing breakdown of siloxane bonds ≡Si−O−Si≡ and, therefore, a progressive weakness of the glass structure. Such weakness implies a decrease in both the softening temperature and viscosity of the glass, as well as an increase in both its thermal expansion coefficient and crystallisation tendency. As a general rule, the higher the network connectivity, the higher the glass stability. That is, the glass stability increases with the number of vertices of the coordination units shared with neighbouring polyhedra. The formation of non-bridging oxygens, which are more polarisable than bridging oxygens, decreases the optical transmission in the UV range. Due to their intense ionic character, the Na + . . . − O bonds are weaker than ≡Si−O − bonds. The Na + . . . − O bonds become weaker as the field intensity of the corresponding alkaline ion decreases. That is why K + -ions, with a higher volume, but the same charge as Na + -ions, are weakly bonded to oxygen ions. Thus, they are more easily leached out than Na + -ions under chemical attack. The incorporation of earth-alkaline oxides, for example CaO, into the glass network takes place in a similar way to alkaline ones. However, due to their charge, each Ca 2+ -ion is bonded to two non-bridging oxygens and the breakdown of the ≡Si−O−Si≡ bonds is counteracted by the introduction of such divalent ions (Figure 1.1.4) . This structural model, based on a random network and without long-distance ordering, explains the isotropic behaviour of glasses. Moreover, the geometric irregularity of the distorted network induces an irregular distribution of the network energy, as a consequence of the different strengths in the chemical bonds. This is why glass does not have a defined melting point, but a variable wide thermal range of softening. Due to the infinite extension of the glass network, glasses possess a continuous structure without grain boundaries. This is an important difference from ceramic and metallic materials. expansion coefficient, which can be defined as a length or volume variation per unit of temperature. In practise the average linear expansion coefficient α T is usually employed:
This coefficient is defined as the length variation l experienced by a sample with initial length l 0 when heated over a temperature range T. The corresponding cubic expansion coefficient is β ≈ 3α, approximately. In both cases the value of the expansion coefficient is expressed as a factor of 10 −6 in K −1 units. For temperatures below the transition temperature T g , the thermal expansion coefficient of a correctly annealed glass is practically constant. Thus, the expansion curve of a slowly cooled glass (curve A in Figure 1 .1.5), shows a linear variation up to the bottom limit of the annealing temperature (T s ) (see Section 1.1.5.1.2.2). From this point the slope increases gradually up to the top limit of the annealing temperature. Above this point the expansion curve again shows linear behaviour that ends when the softening temperature T r is reached. At this stage apparent glass shrinkage, due to its plastic deformation, is observed.
In glasses suddenly cooled or annealed under inappropriate conditions, whose specific volume has been frozen at slightly higher dimensions than those of the equilibrium, the expansion curve has the appearance of curve B in Figure 1 .1.5. During the first stage curves A and B are parallel, but before the bottom limit of the annealing temperature, a decrease in the slope occurs. This is due to a slight volume that becomes denser in the plastic relaxation range, in order to reach its equilibrium configuration.
Conventionally, from the technical point of view, hard glasses are those with expansion coefficient α < 6.10 −6 K −1 , and soft glasses are those with α > 6.10 −6 K −1 . Some expansion coefficients of several reference glasses are shown in Table 1 .1.4. 
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The thermal expansion coefficient is one of the most important technical characteristics of glasses. On the one hand, it affects several aspects of glass production, for example the cooling rate during annealing, the generation of internal stresses and the ability to be tempered. On the other hand, from the technical application point of view, the thermal expansion coefficient plays an essential role in soldering glasses with other materials (ceramics, metals, glasses of different compositions), as well as in resistance against thermal shock. The soldering of both materials will be stable when the respective expansion coefficients are compatible, that is the difference between them should be α ≤ 0.5 × 10 −6 K −1 . The glass resistance to fast temperature changes T (thermal shock resistance) can be calculated from its mechanical strength σ t , the Poisson number (μ ≈ 0.15-0.25), and Young's modulus E. Furthermore T depends on the form and thickness of the glass piece. For hollow glass objects, the valid formula is as follows:
The thermal shock resistance mainly depends on the thermal expansion coefficient α. Assuming a minimum real mechanical strength σ t ≈ 50 MPa for silicate glasses, the T values given in Table 1 .1.5 are obtained.
Behaviour in the Plastic-Viscous State: Viscosity
The plastic-viscous behaviour of glasses over a wide temperature range is one of their most important characteristics. As was explained in Section 1.1.2.1, the viscosity makes it possible that a melt could be frozen during cooling to a glassy state without crystallisation. Moreover, the viscosity plays an essential role throughout the stages of the industrial production of glasses (Figure 1.1.6 ). The efficiency of glass melting and refining processes are determined by the viscosity, as well as by the degree of homogeneity, the shaping process (by casting, blowing, pressing, drawing, etc.), the thermal devitrification ranges, and the degree of annealing and of stress relaxation. The viscosity determines the sliding resistance produced between the molecules or structural aggregates in a fluid when it is under movement. The force needed to slide a horizontal fluid layer upon another is expressed by:
where A is the contact surface area, dv/dx is the perpendicular gradient of the flux rate throughout distance x, and η is a constant, characteristic of each fluid, named the viscosity coefficient. Its value is expressed in Pa.s units, which replace poise (P), the cgs system units used for decades. The equivalence between Pa·s and P is: 1P = 1 dPa·s = 0.1 Pa.s. 
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.6 Characteristic viscosity-temperature curve of a soda-lime glass showing the most important viscosity fixed points and viscosity ranges for the different steps of a glass fabrication process.
Temperature Influence
When a glass is heated above its transition temperature T g , plastic-viscous behaviour occurs and the viscosity η decreases exponentially according to the general expression:
where A is a constant, R is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature and E η the activation energy for viscous flow. The latter depends on the structural nature of each glass. Taking logarithms in the former equation, the following expression results:
This indicates that, when logη is plotted as a function of 1/T, a straight line is obtained with a slope corresponding to the activation energy E η . However, this only takes place when the fluid behaves as an ideal fluid, in which the molecular groups maintain their size and shape throughout the whole temperature range considered. Except for some glasses of very simple composition, for the majority of glasses a curve whose activation energy E η decreases with temperature is obtained. In practice it is interesting to know the exact viscosity values over a wide range of temperatures; this includes η values covering 18 orders of magnitude that span the most critical stages of the glass production process. The direct determination of viscosity throughout a more expanded range implies the use of different experimental methods, some of which are fairly complicated and time consuming. That is why several empirical formulas have been proposed that are only valid in limited temperature ranges. One of the best P1: JYS JWST212-c1-1 JWST212-Janssens November 1, 2012 7:27
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What is Glass? 13 known and generally used is the Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman equation [13] [14] [15] :
This equation can be satisfactorily used in soda-lime silicate glasses over a wide temperature range. The application of this formula requires previous knowledge of the three constants A, B and T 0 . For this purpose the corresponding temperatures have to be experimentally measured at three fixed viscosity points. In general, the sink point, the Littleton point and the transition temperature T g are taken as references.
Viscosity Fixed Points
Several viscosity fixed points have been defined for a wide scale of values. These points can be quickly and easily determined. The most important points are indicated in Table 1 .1.6. Some of these points correspond to different stages in the glass production process (see Figure 1 .1.6).
Mechanical Behaviour
Elasticity Modulus
Depending on the kind of deformation of materials submitted to mechanical stress, three main groups can be distinguished. When deformation remains after the stress stops, the material shows a plastic behaviour. When the material recovers its initial shape, it behaves as an ideal elastic material (e.g. glass behaviour). A third possibility is that a material exhibits an elastic deformation under a limited stress and a plastic deformation above a certain stress threshold (as is the case with metals). When elastic materials are submitted to a traction stress, they follow Hooke's law:
which assumes a direct proportion between the applied stress σ and the produced deformation ε. The materialspecific proportionality coefficient E, is also called the elasticity modulus or Young's modulus. When the stress applied exceeds the material elasticity limit, the material breaks down without any residual deformation (brittle fracture). Glasses are characterised by brittle behaviour and a short elastic deformation range. The lower the E value, the higher the elastic deformation experienced by the material. For a pure silica glass, Deeg [22] obtained an E value of 720 kbar (E = 72 GPa). When modifier oxides are incorporated into the glass structure, the ≡Si−O−Si≡ bonds are broken and the network connectivity, as well as the E value, progressively decreases. For the same reason, the E modulus decreases when the glass temperature increases. This explains why E also depends on the thermal history of the glass. Depending on the cooling conditions, Stong [23] measured E values between 71 and 75 GPa for conventional soda-lime silicate glasses.
Theoretical Fracture Stress
From the point of view of practical applications, knowledge of glass fracture stress is essential. Its theoretical value was calculated by Polanyi [24] from the energy γ needed to form a new fracture surface and the interatomic equilibrium distance a 0 of the corresponding interatomic bonds. According to this, the theoretical fracture stress σ t needed to induce a breakdown is given by:
Orowan [25] obtained a similar expression, whose difference with respect to Eq. 1.1.12 is that half the value for σ t is obtained. For γ ∼ 10 N m −1 , interatomic distances a 0 of ∼3.6 × 10 −10 m and an average E of ∼70 GPa, the theoretical resistance values are very high, that is, between 10 and 30 GPa. However, the real fracture stress of common glasses is at about 5% below the theoretical value, that is, about 50 to 150 MPa. On the basis of the work of Inglis [26] , Griffith [27] attributed this important difference to the presence of microcracks in the glass surface. Such microcracks could be formed by small stresses generated during glass cooling, due to compositional local microheterogeneities, or by minor damage caused by mechanical abrasion of the glass surface during use. These microcracks, not visible to the naked eye, have a semi-elliptic shape and penetrate some micrometers inside the glass (Figure 1.1.7) , acting as multiplier centres for the applied stress σ t . When a stress σ is applied to the glass surface, it becomes concentrated in the crack vertex and from that point the fracture progresses. The value reached by the stress σ r in the microcrack extreme can be calculated as a function of the length λ and the radius r in the vertex, according to the expression:
For instance, for a fissure 5μm long with an extreme radius of 0.003 μm, the multiplier effect is approximately 80 times the applied stress. 
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Mechanism of Fracture Propagation
Microcracks can grow to a critical size. When this critical size is reached, catastrophic fracture of the glass occurs. Crack growth involves the successive breakdown or opening of interatomic bonds. The energy required to do this can be supplied by mechanical stress, by aggressive action of a chemical medium or by the combined action of both. One of the chemicals favouring crack propagation is environmental moisture. Water is superficially adsorbed on surface sites with higher chemical reactivity, for example on microcrack extremes. By means of a dissociative chemisorption process, adsorbed water hydrolytically breaks down the siloxane bonds, upon which the water is incorporated into the glass structure, thereby forming Si−OH groups (Figure 1.1.8) . The Si−OH formation causes the progressive opening of the network so that the microcrack penetrates deeper, while its extreme becomes more acute and its radius of curvature becomes smaller. Such changes favour fracture growth. This mechanism explains why glasses are better conserved under a dry atmosphere. 
Toughness
By means of fracture mechanics it is possible to understand better the mechanical behaviour of glasses, as well as their breakdown probability. The fracture mechanism works by intentionally introducing a crack into the material and calculating its resistance versus the crack propagation under different deformation conditions. One of the most important parameters to define mechanically brittle materials is the K IC or material toughness factor. This parameter represents the resistance of a solid against crack propagation [27] . There are three modes of fracture; amongst them the mode I is the most frequently produced in brittle materials, in which the fracture surfaces are perpendicularly displaced. The toughness for this fracture mode is represented by K IC . In order to determine the K IC factor, a method based on indentation measurements performed with a microdurometer has been developed. This device consists of a diamond indenter with a square pyramid shape (Vickers indenter), that induces square indentation prints. This method provides information on the Vickers microhardness H V and the shape of crack propagation in the material. Indentation tests in glasses are carried out with a force of about 10 N and indentation times between 10 and 60 s. From Vickers indentations, a value of H V is obtained as a function of the applied pressure P and the half-diagonal a of the indentation print formed.
(1.1.14)
The indentation causes the appearance of cracks that start in the print vertices. K IC values can be calculated from the half-diagonal values a and the crack length c, by using the following equations, developed by Lawn and Marshall [28] :
when c/a ≥ 2.5 (1.1.15)
The elasticity modulus E can be calculated by means of the experimental values obtained by an indentation produced by a Knoop diamond indenter (rhombus-shaped imprint), using the expression:
where a is the longer rhombus diagonal and b the shorter one.
Optical Behaviour
The optical behaviour of conventional glasses is mainly governed by their refractive index, optical dispersion and absorbance. These are the parameters responsible for reflective power and brightness, the range of the chromatic spectrum during light refraction and the transparency at different wavelengths, respectively.
Refractive Index and Optical Dispersion
The refractive index n is defined as the ratio between the velocity of light in vacuum c 0 and in the material c m :
Depending on the light wavelength, the refractive index varies: the higher the light wavelength, the lower the refractive index. The refractive index for a glass results from the interaction of the incident light with the electrons of the glass atoms. As a consequence, polarisation or deformation of the orbitals takes place, the magnitude of which depends on a constant (named polarisability) characteristic for each material. This polarisation determines the light refraction, which is related to the dielectric constant ε of the material. The molar refraction R M of a glass is given by the Lorenz-Lorentz formula:
where M is the molecular weight and ρ the density. For a glass the refractive index depends, on the one hand, on the polarisability of the glass ions and, on the other, on its molar volume M/ρ. The influence of anions is higher in comparison with cations, since anions are more polarisable. In oxide glasses the non-bridging oxygens in ≡Si−O − groups are more polarisable than bridging oxygens in siloxane ≡Si−O−Si≡ groups, which explains that pure silica glasses have a lower refractive index than soda-lime silicate glasses. While cations, with the electronic configuration of a noble gas, are not very polarisable, heavy oxide cations such as Pb 2+ , Bi 3+ , La 3+ , Te 4+ , Ta 5+ and W 6+ , are much more polarisable, thus making a major contribution to the increase of the refractive index.
The optical dispersion is defined as the variation of the refractive index with wavelength and is very useful for optical glasses. The optical dispersion is measured by the difference between the refractive indexes at two wavelengths.
Reflectance and Brightness
The brightness of an object depends on the reflectance R of the material it is made of; R is given by the ratio between the reflected light intensity I R and the incident light intensity I 0 . When a light ray penetrates perpendicularly through a medium with refractive index n = 1 (e.g. the air with n ai = 1.0003), on a plate glass surface with refractive index n, the reflected light intensity on each glass side is:
Therefore, for a simple glass sheet with two sides, the light intensity that passes through is:
In conventional soda-lime silicate glasses with refractive index n = 1.5, the reflection on each side is 0.04, that is, 4% intensity is lost upon crossing the interface between the two media (glass and air). Therefore, the light intensity that passes through the glass is 92.16% of the incident light. The higher the refractive index of a glass, the higher its reflectance and brightness, and the lower the percentage of transmitted light.
Optical Transmission
One of the main characteristics of glasses is transparency to visible light. This property is relevant in most important applications of glasses. In the same way as other dielectric materials, glasses are transparent because their strongly bonded electrons are not excitable by the visible light energy. Thus, they do not interact with the light photons. The spectral transmission range for a conventional soda-lime silicate glass without colouring ions is between λ = 380 nm (corresponding to the near ultraviolet region) and λ = 2500-3000 nm (in the near infrared region) (Figure 1.1.9 ). Glasses are not transparent to ultraviolet light because this radiation, with a higher energy than that of visible light, excites the electrons of the oxygen bonds and therefore becomes absorbed. When the number of non-bridging oxygens increases, the network bonds are weaker and the ultraviolet absorption edge shifts toward a higher wavelength. Conversely, pure silica glasses, which only have bridging oxygens, have a higher transparency in the ultraviolet range. In fact, their absorption edge can reach up to 170 nm.
In the infrared (IR) region, the absorption of radiation takes place when its frequency is in resonance with those of interatomic vibrations. The transmission range of glass in the IR can be enlarged by incorporating heavy metal oxides (HMO).
If a glass contains elements that selectively absorb radiation of specific visible-light wavelengths, it will show a colour due to the chromatic additive result of all the other non-absorbed spectral components. The transmitted colour intensity is given by the Lambert-Beer law:
(1. the sample thickness (in cm). The different colouring substances for glasses are described in another chapter of this book.
Chemical Behaviour
Besides transparency, the main property of silicate glasses that has made them very useful for many applications throughout history is their high chemical durability, which is particularly high for pure silica glasses. In contrast, silicate glasses containing alkaline ions are prone to attack by aqueous media. The corresponding reactions proceed via different mechanisms depending on the pH (acid, neutral or basic) of the medium.
Attack in Acidic Media
alkaline and earth-alkaline fluorosilicates. To a lesser extent, soda-lime silicate glasses can be also attacked by some phosphoric acids.
Attack in Basic Media
In basic media the chemical attack on glasses is the most dangerous, since OH − groups break down siloxane ≡Si−O−Si≡ bonds, following the reaction:
In the presence of water, new OH − groups are formed:
As this reaction proceeds, more and more bridging oxygen bonds are broken down and the glassy network is progressively destroyed.
Attack in Neutral Aqueous Media
In neutral aqueous media, slight glass dealkalinisation takes place, due to exchange of H + -ions with alkaline ions from the glass:
This reaction is not dangerous if the alkaline hydroxide formed is removed or diluted to a sufficient extent. However, when a small amount of water remains in contact with the glass surface for a long time, under a wet saturated atmosphere that prevents vaporisation, the alkaline ions concentration increases, yielding a strongly aggressive basic medium that will favour the mechanism described in Section 1.1.4.4.2. This is the case of the very small water droplets formed by condensation in a stationary wet atmosphere.
The Influence of Several Factors on the Chemical Durability of Glass
As can be deduced from the previous section, one of the factors determining the mechanism of chemical attack on glasses that strongly affects its speed of progress is the basicity of the medium. The higher the pH value, the more aggressive the attack reaction that progressively breaks down bridging oxygen bonds and thus destroys the glassy network. Even pure silica glass is attacked by strongly alkaline media, as El-Shamy et al. [29] demonstrated by means of tests using solutions with increased pH values (Figure 1.1.10 ). While the glass remains almost unaltered under acid or slightly basic media, the higher the medium basicity above pH 8, the higher the amount of SiO 2 leached. Besides the influence of the pH on the chemical durability of glasses, other important factors have to be considered, for example, temperature, attack time and glass composition.
As far as temperature is concerned, the degree of attack D varies following the Arrhenius equation:
where A is a constant, R is the gas constant and E is the activation energy. The E value varies between 60 and 80 kJ mol of chemical process involved. When it proceeds through ion-exchange between glass alkaline ions and the H + -ions of the aqueous medium, the process fits a pure diffusion mechanism. In this case the kinetics vary proportionally with the square root of time (t 1/2 ), as Rana and Douglas [30] demonstrated (Figure 1.1.11 ). At high temperature the attack is more aggressive and, in basic media this induces destruction of the glassy network that is proportional to time (Figure 1.1.10 ). [30] . JWST212-Janssens November 1, 2012 7:27
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From the point of view of chemical composition, binary alkaline silicate glasses (R 2 O.SiO 2 ) offer the lowest resistance to chemical attack. Under basic or neutral media the amount of alkaline ions leached increases from lithium to potassium, that is, following the decreasing value of the cation field intensity. Within the series Li + −K + , the SiO − R + bond strength decreases as well, so that the glass becomes more easily attackable. In ternary glasses earth-alkaline oxides incorporation reinforces the glassy network which, in turn, reduces the probability of chemical attack.
The incorporation of some network formers is of clear benefit by increasing resistance to basic media. For instance, B 2 O 3 (borosilicate glasses such as Pyrex R and Duran R ), Al 2 O 3 and, above all, ZrO 2 , which allows the development of glass fibres with high alkaline resistance used to reinforce cement panels (Cemfil R glasses), improve the durability of glass.
Surface Alteration of Glasses
In aqueous media, simultaneously to the attack reactions that take place, water molecules are incorporated into the surface, forming a thin gel layer. Scholze et al. [31] calculated that 0.46 water molecules enter per ≡Si−OH group formed. The gel layer forms a superficial interface that delays or prevents further chemical attack inside the glass body. Nevertheless, when a wet environment is retained for too long, for example, in glasses buried for many years, dealkalinisation due to entry of the water molecules causes local variations in volume near the surface. Thus, stresses causing cracks and detachments are generated that, in their turn, induce the formation of thin stratified layers. These layers are responsible for light interference phenomena that produce the well-known iridescence effect on the surface of degraded glass objects.
